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Abstract: This special issue points to the necessity to continue actively working on biological invasions,
as invasive species remain a main and global threat for biodiversity through a global homogenization
process. This issue includes six research papers, covering a large range of taxa, studying new invasive
processes and proposing innovative management solutions. The way forward will be to continue
working in close relation with other stakeholders and decision-makers, increase communication
efforts, solicit societal feedback, and quickly implement consistent legislation.
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The 2020 year began with a series of catastrophic events that reminded us of our considerable
anthropogenic impact, particularly on climate and biodiversity, and how it has the potential to spin out of
control. In this special issue, we focus on one of the major threats contributing to the general biodiversity
crisis: biological invasions. To begin, even in specialized scientific issues, it is always necessary to
define the terminology, especially since this is one of the first issues on biological invasions [1].
Currently, there is a general consensus that an invasive species is an introduced species that is widely
spread (invasive biological traits) and can cause negative impacts (i.e., ecological, economic, health),
although other aspects of biological invasions such as human-induced introductions or the magnitude
of species spread and impact remain debated. In addition, many other difficulties are prone to emerge
when dealing with biological invasions, for example: (i) understanding the specificity of each case,
(ii) supporting management actions that may impact indigenous species, (iii) implementing costly
actions, and even (iv) alerting the public about complex and diverse processes [1]. These difficulties add
complexity to the management of invasive species, bringing about a global societal view of invasive
processes, impacts, and consequences.
Such difficulties are illustrated in this special issue dedicated to biological invasions, which seeks
to demonstrate the diversity and complexity of this threat that affects numerous taxa, habitats,
geographical scales, and organizational levels of biodiversity (from genetic diversity to ecosystems)
and to study the topic by means of biology, ecology, evolution, mathematics, biogeography, and more.
In addition, biological invasions are often case-specific, as few attempts succeed in devising general rules
using standardized management choices/decisions. Some (if not most) invasions can be linked to strong
human values, human–commercial choices, and even political and societal outcomes. Consequently,
this calls for precautions, explanations, and co-constructed management practices, which should be
decided, accepted, and implemented in line with societal approaches. In this respect, the humanities
and social sciences are the keys to better addressing this global, ecological, and societal concern.
In this issue, we seek to emphasize new invasive processes and innovative management solutions.
It is still discouraging to state that there is “no saturation in the accumulation of alien species
worldwide” [2]—even if alien does not mean invasive here—indicating that we are still unable to
mitigate future invasions. Even if it were possible to conduct and successfully apply scientific research,
management actions, and political decisions to reduce the population extinctions caused by invasive
species [3–8], the drastic increase in species introductions due to rising globalization should be tackled
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as a priority to preserve Earth biodiversity. Recently, scientists observed and demonstrated the premise
of the sixth extinction, or current biodiversity crisis, along with habitat homogenization and the
subsequent loss of ecological functions, notably due to invasive species [9–12]
Most species introductions are dependent on human movements and activities, and this trend
is even more accentuated when focusing on invasive species [13]. As Hima et al. [14] showed,
new research and work on the study and management of invasive species should take into account
these human-mediated invasive “routes” (e.g., trade routes, tourism, national and international
exchanges) as well as invasive hotspot “nodes” (e.g., airports, harbors, postal hubs, main cities, urban
centers) to better understand the dynamics of invasive species, community composition, and species
turnover. Focusing on routes and nodes is crucial in order to limit the “introduction flow,” because
preventing introductions is less time- and money-consuming than controlling established invasive
species: the best strategy is to fix the leak rather than remove the water.
The recent exponential increase in the pet trade (Kopecky et al [15]) and the technical improvements
in aquaculture to enhance productivity (Anae-Taabeah et al. [16]) have significantly contributed to
increasing both the invasion rate and risk. Kopecky et al. focuses particularly on the importance
of studying, listing, and ranking biological species traits to better prevent the transportation and
subsequent introduction of species with a high risk of invasiveness. This new research area on biological
traits should be encouraged and further developed in the near future. Anae-Taabeah et al. raise the more
recent concern of disturbing biodiversity not only at the community and population levels, but also at
the genetic level by the interbreeding of closely related species (e.g., introgression, hybridization). Thus,
scientists, managers, and entrepreneurs should pay particular attention to these new developments in
human activities, which specifically increase the spread and impact of biological invasions.
Dimitriou et al. [17] make innovative use and analysis of global genetic databases to better
understand the various factors relating to invasive dynamic processes (origin, number of introduced
individuals, frequency of introduction) and routes (ballasts, ornamental trade). This knowledge will
allow scientists, managers, and entrepreneurs to propose, develop, and execute better management
options to reduce the risk of invasiveness or limit the spread of new or even former invasive species.
Although we can study and manage invasive species without considering social values,
social perceptions and societal concerns are important aspects that should be integrated into the study
of biological invasions. Atlan and Udo [18] propose the concept of an invasive niche, which takes into
account both the natural and social parameters that “allow a species to be considered invasive in a given
socio-ecosystem.” This idea considers the diverse components of socio-ecosystems that allow scientists,
managers, and decision-makers to better link ecological and biodiversity requirements to social and
cultural values.
In my view, the main issue and challenge that we are facing in the 21st century relate to limiting the
homogenization of biota in order to maintain most of the ecological functions, processes, and species
interactions. Morri et al. [19] stress this aspect, namely that the presence of invasive species generally
induces biotic homogenization, even if the invasive processes are context-dependent. Invasive spread
decreases native species abundance and/or richness, which can, in turn, accelerate invasions.
First, it is urgent to limit new introductions, especially of species with known invasive
characteristics. Second, management actions should gain in effectiveness (gathering feedback)
and identify priorities based on clear criteria such as the number of impacted species, the loss of
genetic biodiversity, and the dispersal ability of invasive species. In addition, we should encourage
actions to promote the use, commercialization, and interest in native species to counterbalance the
spread of exotic species by drawing on all the available levers: ecological, human, and legislative.
In other words, as scientists, we should continue working in close relation with other stakeholders and
decision-makers to better implicate society as a whole, increase communication efforts, solicit societal
feedback, and quickly implement consistent legislation. This more integrative approach to research
will help us to better understand, adapt, and apply future legislation, which should not be viewed as
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a restriction of freedom but rather as a measure to preserve Earth biodiversity, ecological functions,
and human well-being.
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